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ABSTKAC:T 
The centralizer of the principal nilpotent element of a finite-dimensional simple 
Lie algebra is a naturally graded Cartan subalgebra, the degrees of the non-trkial 
components being the so-called exponents. If every nonzero element of a homoge- 
IEWE subspace is a linear combination of all root spaces of the corresponding height, 
the rxponent is called complete. We will show that there are preciselv thrrc 
Ilon-complete exponents and apply this to affine Kac-Moody algebras. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] we addressed the problem of obtaining systems of partial differen- 
tial equations from factorization in loop groups along with a description of the 
manifolds of solutions. The famous Korteweg-de \‘ries equation arises in this 
way, as well as the so-called Toda lattice. Dealing with the generalization of 
the latter, one is led to the question whether the adjoint map of the so-called 
cvclic element of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra of affine type is injective on 
certain subspaces. Since affine Lie algebras are realized via finite-dimensional 
simple Lie algebras, we came to consider the corresponding finite-dimen- 
sional situation first. 
There we look at the centralizer of the so-called principal nilpotent 
element. As shown in [4], this is a naturally graded Cartan subalgebra. The 
degrees of its nontrivial components are called exponents of the Lie algebra. 
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There are many ways to compute those numbers. The easiest way to find 
them is by looking at a table of roots: The exponents are precisely those 
integers k where the number of roots of height k is greater than the number 
of roots of height k + 1. 
We call an exponent k complete if every nonzero element of the central- 
izer of degree k contains nonzero components of all root spaces correspond- 
ing to roots of height k. 
1. 
fix 
We show that there are precisely three noncomplete exponents. 
COMPLETE EXPONENTS 
Let g be a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra of type X,. We 
a Cartan subalgebra g, along with a set of roots A and a set of simple 
roots r = {or,. . . , cqj. Thus we have 
where g, = {x E g: [h, x] = a(h)x Vh E go}. Let (ei,J;, hi: i = 1, . . . . 1) 
be a set of Chevalley generators of g, i.e., 
[hi,hj] = 0, [ei,J;.] =hi, [ci,J;] = 0, i #j, 
[h,,ej] =aijej, [gi,h] = -aijh, 
(ad ei)‘-“jej = 0, (ad A)‘-“‘jf, = 0, i Zj. 
Here A = (ajj) denotes the Cartan matrix of g. 
Once and for all we assume that the root system and the Chevalley 
generators are chosen such that gaZ = @ . et, g_ oil = C *ft; in particular, go 
is spanned by the hi. See [2] for these basics. 
Let h be the Coxeter number of g, i.e., the height of the highest root + 1. 
We define a grading, called the canonical grading, on g by setting deg e, = 1, 
degf; = -1 for all i = l,..., 1. Denote by gj the subspace of all homoge- 
neous elements of degree i. Then 
where gi = (0) for Ii/ > h, and g, is the subalgebra of all elements of 
positive/negative degree. In particular, g, = @. el CB ... CB @ . el. 
Now let E = e, + -** +el be the principal nilpotent element in the sense 
of Kostant [4], and s = Kerad E its centralizer in g. It is a subalgebra of g 
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TABLE 1 
X/ h Exponents 
4 I+1 1,2,3 )...) 1 
Rr 21 1,:3,5 ,..., 21 - 1 
G/ 21 I. :3,5 01 - 1 
*/ 21 - 2 1, :3,5: : : : : 21 - 3; 1 - 1 
E, 12 I, .4,5,7,8, 11 
Ei 18 1,~5,7,9,11,13,17 
E, 30 I, 7,11,13,17,19,23,29 
Fh 12 1,3,7, 11 
G, 6 I, “5 
and graded w.r.t. the canonical grading: s = ej ~ rsj. As shown in [4], it is in 
fact a Cartan subalgebra, and .sj = (0) for all nonpositive j; thus 
The integers k where sI; is nontrivial are called the exponents of g. For the 
convenience of the reader we include a complete list of them in Table 1. 
Now let Ak be the set of roots of height k. For any root CY we choose a 
basis element x, of (the one-dimensional space) g, . 
DEFINITION 1.1. With the notation as above, we call an exponent k of g 
complete if for any E, = C, E ALc, x,, E sI; \ {0) all the coefficients c, are 
nonzero. 
In other words: k is complete if and only if E, contains a component of 
every root space of height k. It can be easily checked that the definition does 
not depend on the choice of the root system, the generators, or the x,. 
For type A,, it is obvious that all exponents are complete, since (in the 
standard realization) 
and sE; is spanned by Ek, k = 1,. . . ,1. However, this is not true in general. 
The result is the following: 
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THEOREM 1.2. All but three exponents are complete. The noncomplete 
exponents are precisely the following: 
(1) exponent 1 - 1 in type Q, 
(2) exponent 4 in type E,, 
(3) exponent 9 in type E,. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Our proof is a case-by-case analysis. 
Type 4 
Settled by the remark above. 
All the remaining cases are treated by investigating the root systems (see 
Springer [6] for tables of the roots). 
Type 8 
The positive roots are 
Call P a successor of (Y if [E, xa] contains a component of x0, i.e., if 
(Y + (Y~ = p for some i E (1,. . . , I}. For example, (Ye + (Ye is the only 
successor of (Ye, whereas (Ye + oy2 and (Ye + (~a are the successors of (us. 
Let k be an exponent, i.e. an odd number between 1 and 21, say k = 2(1 - 
m> + 1. In Table 2 we write down the roots of height k (horizontally) along 
TABLE 2 
ROOTS OF HEIGHT k AND THEIR SUCCESSORS 
Height k (Y~,~ %,!%+1 *.. %k+l,l a;-k+2,1 ‘.. 4-l,m 
I 
%,m+l 
(Yl,k+l * * 
%,kfZ * 
* * 
* 
. , 
a * * m-l,m+l 
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TABLE 3 
ROOTS OF HEIGHT k AND THEIR SUCCESSORS 
%eight k al.k a2.k+l ‘.’ af-k.f-I ’ at&k+ I.1 a;-k+P.I-I .” 4,,F2 n, %t - I I,/ I I 
al,k+l 
* * 
al!, k + 2 * ‘. 
* * 
* * 
* 
a,,,- I,,,, 
* * 
_ 
with their successors (vertically) and use the symbol * to denote successor- 
ship. 
From this we see that ek = c, xP, + .*. +c, xp, the condition [E, El;] = 0 
yields a system of homogeneous linear equations whose coefficient matrix has 
the same form as the table above (where * then stands for a nonzero entry). 
And clearly, if some coefficient is nonzero then all of them are nonzero. This 
shows that the exponent k is complete. 
This type can be handled just like B,. The positive roots are 
ff 
‘I 
= ay, + ... cxj, 1 < i <.j < I - 1, 
a!’ ‘I 
= (y, + ... +a]_, + 2a, + *.. +2a,_, + of> 1 <i <j < 1. 
Let k be an exponent, say k = 2(1 - m) + 1. Table 3 shows the roots of 
height k and their successors. 
We see the pattern is the same as for B,. 
We assume the following labeling of the Dynkin diagram: 
(1 - 1) 
I 
1 - 2 - . . . -(I - 2) - 1 
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The positive roots are 
First, let us see why the exponent 1 - 1 is noncomplete. If 1 is even, 
1 - 1 is the only exponent with multiplicity (i.e. the dimension of s,> greater 
than 1; cf. [3]. In fact, dim sI_ i = 2. If E,_ i and Ej_l span sl_i, then a 
suitable linear combination of these two elements “misses” at least one root 
space of height I - 1. 
If 1 is odd, say 1 = 2r + I, then cr:, ?+i is a root of height 1. There is 
precisely one root P such that o$, r+ 1 is a successor of P, namely cr:, r+2. 
Therefore, sl_ I contains no component of the root space corresponding to 
the root CY: ,.+i, and the exponent 1 - 1 is noncomplete. 
Now let k = 2(Z - m) + 1 be an exponent different from 2 - 1. The 
root-successor table is given in Table 4. 
The corresponding system of linear equations looks a little more compli- 
cated. In order to see that the desired result holds, we will show that the 
boxed submatrix of the corresponding coefficient matrix is nonsingular. For 
this, we choose basis elements xij, xij, and xi of the root space correspond- 
ing to the roots oij, aLj, and CY; respectively: 
Xij :=[ -**[13~e~+~].**]e~], 
xi := [ *a* [e,e,+,] -.* ]el_,]el]. 
We compute 
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Therefore the corresponding boxed part of the coefficient matrix is 
which is a nonsingular matrix. Now one easily checks that all the components 
of any nonzero solution of the entire system of linear equations are nonzero. 
For the remaining cases, the exceptional Lie algebras, we note: 
+ (l) Th 
e exponent 1 is always complete, since dim si = 1 and E = e, 
*.. t-e,. 
(2) The exponent h - 1 is always complete, since there is precisely one 
root of this (maximal) height. 
Furthermore we will use the following abbreviation: for ki(~i + se* +klal 
we will simply write k,k, . . . k,. 
Type G2 
This is established by the remark above. 
TYPe F4 
It remains to check the exponents 5 and 7. Once more we employ the 
root-successor tables, 
Height 5 1220 1121 0122 
1221 * * 
l”,” “;;$)I; 7 ( 12;l 
1122 * * 
which give the result. 
We assume the following labeling of the Dynkin diagram: 
6 
I 
l-2-3-4-5 
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We have to check the exponents 4, 5, 7, and 8. First 4, 7, and 8 can be 
established by diagram: 
Height 4 122101 112111 012211 
122111 * * 
1l;ll lI;eig;lt18 1 122klll 
112211 * * 
Obviously, sq does not contain a component of the root space g,?, u,,+ a, + Llg. 
Therefore, the exponent 4 is noncomplete. 
The remaining exponent 5 requires more work. we introduce the follow- 
ing notation: 
Clearly, if this product is nonzero, it is a basis of gk,,, + __ +k,a,.. Moreover, this 
product is nonzero if and only if every “partial sum” k,a, + .*I +ki (Y,, 
i = l,..., r, is a root; cf. [2]. We also write down the root-successor table, 
but we add a basis element for each root space: 
e12345 e 12:146 en463 e2345fi 
Height 5 111110 111101 012101 011111 
e I23456 111111 * * * 
‘123463 112101 * * 
e234iiR3 012111 * * 
In this case it does not suffice that the entries specified with a * of the 
corresponding coefficient matrix are nonzero. We need to know them explic- 
itly. We need to compute all the products [e,, ei] where cu E A, and 
i = l,..., 6. The nontrivial ones are: 
(l) Le12345, e61 = ‘123456, Ie12346’ e31 = e123463. 
(2) [e12346, es1 = e1234fi5 = e123456T since es and e6 commute. 
c3) re23463, ell = e234631 = -e1233463, I since e, commutes with e3, e1 and 
efi. 
c4) le23463, e5l = e234563’ Le234S6’ e31 = e134.563- 
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Now let Es = c1e12345 + c2er2s4a + c3e23463 + cqe23456 E ss with ci E @. 
The computations from the above yield 
[E.s’ ~1 = Cc2 - cg)e123463 + Cc1 + c2)e123456 + (~3 + c4)ez34563 = 0; 
hence cr = -c2 = -cg = cd. So either all of the coefficients or none of 
them are zero. This settles type E,. 
The remaining types E, and E, are treated the same way. For the sake of 
completeness, we include the computations. 
Type& 
We assume the following labeling of the Dynkin diagram: 
7 
I 
l-2-3-4-5-6 
The exponents to be looked at are 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13. For exponent 5: 
Height 5 
e1a3456 1111110 
e1234s; 1111101 
e234574 0112101 
e2a4,sa7 0112101 
e345fi74 0012111 
e12345 e12347 e23456 e23457 e34.574 e34567 
1111100 1111001 0111110 0111101 0012101 0011111 
4 * 
* * 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* * 
The nontrivial products are 
[ e1234.5 7 e6 1 = + e1234.56 > [ e12345 7 e7 1 = + e123457 7 
[e 23456 2 el 1 = - e1234S6 ) Le23456 ) e7 1 = + e234567) 
[ e234.57) e6 1 = + e234S67 ) [ e34574 ) e2 1 = - e234574 1 
[ e34567 ) e2 1 = - e234567’ le34567> e4 1 = - e345674’ 
[e 12347 > e5 1 = + e123457) 
[e 23457 1 e4 1 = + e234574 
[e 34574 1 ‘61 = + e345674 
From this we get s,s = @ * (2e,,,,, - 2e,,,,, + 2e23456 - e23457 - e345,4 + 
e34s67). Thus, the exponent 5 is complete in E,. 
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For exponent 7: 
61234574 e12345c e234.5743 e234m4 e 3456745 
Height 7 1112101 1111111 0122101 0112111 0012211 
e 12345743 1111110 * * 
e1x3466j4 1111101 * * * 
e2J4574,36 OlI2101 * 
* 
e2345h74s 0112101 * 
The nontrivial products are 
e31 = +e1234ii4R~ [%234574> %I = fe14345674’ 
b 12345fi7) e4 1 = +e12345674 ) [ e2345743 ) el] = -e 1234574:1’ 
[ e234S743 ) % 1 = + e2345743fi ) [ e23456i4 ) e,] = -e 12345674 ’ 
b 2345674 ) e3 1 = + e23457436 ) 
[e 3456745 1 e2 ] = - ‘2345674.5. 
The result is si = C . ( -e1234574 + 2e12,,,,, - e23Js74H + e2315674 + e,4s,;,j). 
Thus, the exponent 7 is complete in Ei. 
For exponent 9: 
Height9 1222101 1122111 1112211 0122211 I- 
And one can see that sg does not contain a component of 
g hence the exponent 9 is noncomplete in Ei. u2+~ai+2a~+2ag+ag+a;r 
The remaining exponents 11 and 13 can be checked by taking a look at 
the tables: 
Height 11 1222211 1123211 0123212 
; ;I%: 123:211 122;1212 
We are done. 
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TYPe 4 
Assume the following labeling of the Dynkin diagram: 
8 
l-2-3-4-5-6-7 
This last type can be dealt with analogously. The computations are even more 
tedious. Therefore we just present the results: 
‘7 = ’ ’ (3e1234567 - e1234568 - e2345685 
+2e 2345678 - e3456854 + e3456785 + e4567865) 
‘11 = @ . ce123456785432 - e12345678543 + e12345678564 
- ‘23456785436 + e23456785645 + e34567856458 1 
s13 = @ . ( -e1234568543276 + ‘1234567854365 
- 2 e1234567856458 - 2 e234567R543658 + e2345678543654 > 
Finally, the exponents 17, 19; 
This finishes the proof. 
and 23 can be checked by diagram. 
3. AN APPLICATION TO AFFINE KAC-MOODY ALGEBRAS 
Let g be a “reduced” affine Kac-Moody algebra of type X/l) (i.e. 
nontwisted). By this we mean that g is isomorphic to g” 8 [A, A-‘], where 
g” is finite-dimensional simple of type X,. However, the following realization 
turns out to be more convenient (cf. [3, $14.31): 
h-l 
We obtain a set of Chevalley generators by setting 
and 
e0 = h Bfe”, f. = A-’ @ ei 
ei = h @ e? t ) f;. = h-l c3’Jp 
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for i = l,... , 1, where the ep, f;” , h” are generators of g” . Here f,” (ei I 
denotes a basis of the root space g”, (g” @), and 6 is the highest root of g” . 
We extend the canonical grading to g by setting deg eO = 1 and deg f. = - 1 
and obtain a Z-grading of g: 
where j mod h is chosen between 0 and h - 1. We call a proper subalgebra 
p of g standard parabolic if it contains the standard Bore1 subalgebra 
@ , o gj. (Note that Kac and Peterson [5] showed that every Bore1 subalgebra 
J’ . 1s conjugate to ejb Ogj or @j<Ogj. ) There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between standard parabolic subalgebras p and proper subsets I? of the sets of 
simplerootsII={oO,a,,...,al}ofggivenby 
where A, 
_ 
is the set of positive roots spanned by lI. For every p there is a 
natural complement which is itself a subalgebra: 
Clearly, p and q are canonically graded: 
P= @P,. q = @ q,j. 
,j > -~ s j < 0 
If s is chosen such that py z {O}, we call it the depth of p. For a given p we 
define the p-grading on g via 
pdegf, = “_ 1 othekse 
r 
if fEp, 
pdeg ei = -pdeg f, 
for i = 0, 1,. . . , 1, and denote the space of homogeneous elements of p-de- 
gree j by g(j). Clearly, 
p = @ g(j) q = @ g(j). 
j > 0 j < 0 
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Finally, the cyclic element E is defined as E = e0 + e, + e-0 +e, = A 8 (fe 
+ E” ), where E” denotes the principal nilpotent element of g”. It is 
well-known that the kernel of ad E is an infinite-dimensional abelian subalge- 
bra which is canonically graded: 
Kerad E = @ sj. 
j=H 
Consequently, the integers j where sj # {O} are called the exponents of g. 
The set of exponents is given by {k + rh : k exponent of g” , r E Z}, where h 
is the Coxeter number of g” (see [3] for the details). In the following we will 
present the solution to the following problem: 
PROBLEM. Find all pairs (g, p) such that Ker ad E n q'- ') = 10). 
As sketched in the introduction, this problem arises in the process of 
generalizing the so-called Toda lattice (see [l, $71). We will reduce this 
question to arithmetical computations and start with the following auxiliary 
result. 
LEMMA 3.1. Ker ad E = Ker ad E_ 1 for every nonzero E_ 1 E 
(Kerad El_,. 
Proof. The inclusion c is an immediate consequence of the fact that 
Ker ad E is abelian. For 2 we first write E_, = cf =,c,f,. It is straightfor- 
ward to see that all ci are nonzero. Therefore we may define an automor- 
phism 40 of g by setting 
cp(e,) = Cjei, cp(_L) = ff;. t 
Let E’_ 1 = cp( E_ I) = Ci= 0fi. By interchanging ei and fi one can check that 
Ker ad .!?_ i is abelian as well. But then Ker ad E_ 1 has to be abelian, which 
shows the claim. ??
A first step towards the solution of the problem is 
LEMMA 3.2. Let p be a standard parabolic subalgebra of depth s, and 
(Kerad_E n q(-l))_k # {O) f or some positive integer k. Let r E Z be such 
that -k = rh - k < 0 < (r + l)h - k = h - k. If i and h - f are com- 
plete exponents of g” , then h - s > k > s and g_, c q(-'). 
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Proof. Let E_, E (Ker ad E n q(- 1))_k be nonzero. According to the 
chosen realization of g we may write 
Thecondition[E,E_k]=Oingyields[E”,E;:_~]=O_ing”.Sinceh-~is 
assumed to be complete, Theorem I.2 assures h - k > s. Now choose a 
nonzero element E_, E (KeradE)._,, say E-, = A-’ @ <uo*ei + IT,), 
where E”, = a, -_fF + ... -i-al *jr and a,, a,, . . . , al are the (nonzero) la- 
bels attached to the Dynkin diagrams in table Aff 1 in Kac [3, Chapter 41. 
Analogously we write 
E _k = Kk 69 ( E&i + E"$ 
where EYi E g”i, Eb-c E gl_i. As above, [E_,, E_k] = 0 yields 
[ EY I, EOk] = 0. Since k is assumed to be complete, Theorem 1.2 shows 
f > s. What we have seen so far is that E_, can be written as 
E _k = rk c3 c x a, 
ol~A~,~_~UA~_o_i 
where x, E g, \ (0) and 113, _ 5 (tip i> denotes the set of roots of g” of 
height h - f c-f). Since by assumption E, E q(-‘), and since q’- ‘) is a 
direct sum of root spaces, g_, C q(-l), as claimed. W 
How can we test easily whether g_, c q (- ‘) holds? It seems appropriate 
to introduce the notion of the p-height of a root as opposed to the canonical 
height. Denote by ei the p-degree of ej for i = 0, 1, . . . ,1, and let (Y = k,, (Y(, 
+ k,a, + ... + k,cq be a root of g. We define the p-height of (Y (briefly: 
pht) via 
pht (Y = k,qj + klc, + +.+ +k,q. 
To avoid confusion we denote the canonical height by 
cht CY = k,, + k, + ... +k,, 
as it corresponds to the canonical grading &Cl = 6, = . . . = .sl = 1. Having 
this at hand, the following is obvious: 
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LEMMA 3.3. The following are equivalent: 
(1) g-k c q (- 1). 
(2) pht (Y = I fir all roots CY with cht LY = k. 
Fortunately, there is an explicit description of the roots of g; cf. Kac [3, 
Proposition 6.31. For g of type X{‘) one has 
&‘” = {nS: n E Z, n # 0}, 
i\“={nS+a:nEZ,(YEL\O}, 
S = a,a, + ala1 + 1.0 +a,al. 
Note that cht 6 = a0 + aI + *.* +a, = h, thus cht(nS) = nh. Since all ai 
are positive, we get pht 6 > 1, pht n6 > n for n E IV. Now multiples of h 
are not exponents; thus we may drop A”‘. Let us take a look at A,, the roots 
of g of (canonical) height k, k a positive exponent. Let r E N be such that 
0 < f := k - (r - l)h < h. 
The roots of height k are 
{(r - 1)6 + (Y: ff E Ai} U (t-6 - /3: p E El_&}. 
If r > 2, then pht[(r - 1)6 + o] > r - 1 > 1; thus r < 2. But r cannot be 
equal to 2 either. If Ed 
for some j E (1, . . . , 
= 1, then pht(26 - cu) > 2. If E,, = 0, and sj = 1 
l}, choose an cy = k,a, + ... +k, a1 E tii such that 
kj z 0 (such a root always exists); then pht(6 + a) = pht 6 + pht (Y > 2. 
Therefore r = 1. In other words, 0 < k < h (and K = k). For such a k we 
have 
Ak = Ak u { 6 - p: p E Ah_k}. 
We have shown: 
LEMMA 3.4. The following are equivalent: 
(1) g-k c q C-1) . 
(2) There are eO, el,. . . , cl E (0, 1) such that I = 1 for all CY E Bk 
and h(6) - R(P) = 1 for all p E Aoh_k, where R(k,a, + klcxl 
+ ... +klal) = kOEO + klsl + ..a +kl+ 
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What needs to be done now is to solve a system of linear equations for every 
type X, and every exponent. Note that the coefficients once again can be 
taken from a table of the roots, e.g. Springer [6]. The result is the following: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let g be of type X,(l), p = p(%;> a standard parabolic of 
g. Then (Kerad E)Lk n q(-l) # {O} if and only if (g,p, k) is one of the 
,folEowing cases: 
(1) g arbitrary, p minimal, k = 1. 
(2) T!ype A,, 
kll + 1, 
(3) Type f$, 
kll, 
(4) Type C,, 
(5) Type D,: 
kll - 1, 
k=l-1, 
k=l-1, 
where 0 < i, < k. 
1 
Ei = 
if i = (k + 1)/2mod k, 
0 otherwise. 
kll, Ei = 
1 q i=Omodk 
o otherwise 
1 
E, = 
if i E (k + I)/2mod k, 
0 otherwi.se, 
1 $ i = (Z- 1)/2modk, 
0 otherwise, 
1 even, 
i = (i + 1)/2modk, 
(6) Type E,, k = 4, 
8” = El = Fg = 1, &2 = E:) = Eq = &(j = 0, 
Eg = 1, Eo = El = E2 = Eq = &g = EE = 0. 
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(7) Type E,, k = 9, 
& 7- 
- 1, E() = El = ..a = Es = 0. 
The proof is as straightforward as it is tedious and is therefore omitted. 
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